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Singular limits and error estimates for
inviscid fluid dynamics in domains of
non-trivial geometry.
Bin Cheng
University of Surrey, Guildford, UK
b.cheng@surrey.ac.uk
For PDEs modelling inviscid fluid dynamics in physical domains, boundary conditions and/or non-flat geometry impose
challeges that are further complicated in the singular limit
problems. Recent progress has been made on not only uniformin-parameter energy estimates and convergence to the limits,
but also on convergence rates, namely error estimates between
solutions to the original and to the limiting problems. All
domains are compact and fast waves don’t vanish when the
separation of scales widens.

Homogenization of attractors of
reaction–diffusion
equations in perforated domain.
Vladimir Chepyzhov
Institute for Information Transmission Problems,
Moscow, Russia
chep@iitp.ru
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We consider reaction-diffusion equations in perforated domain with rapidly oscillating coefficients in boundary conditions. A small parameter ε characterizes the perforation
and the rate of oscillations. We do not assume any Lipschitz condition for the nonlinear function in the equation, so,
the uniqueness theorem for the corresponding initial boundary value problem may not hold for the considered reactiondiffusion equation. We prove that the trajectory attractor of
this equation tend in a weak sense, as ε tends to 0, to the trajectory attractor of the corresponding homogenized reactiondiffusion equation with a “strange term” (potential). This
is a joint work with Kuanysh Bekmaganbetov and Gregory
Chechkin.

A homogenisation theory for a general
class of singular problems; asymptotics
with error estimates.
Shane Cooper
UCL, London, UK
s.cooper@ucl.ac.uk
In this talk, we present a framework to study the asymptotic behaviour of (a large class of) periodic non uniformly
elliptic systems with respect to the (small period) parameter.
We determine, under few readily verifiable assumptions, the
leading-order approximation of the solution and derive error
estimates, uniform in right-hand-side. Spectral asymptotics
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with error estimates directly follow. This is joint work with
Ilia Kamotski (UCL) and Valery Smyshlyaev (UCL).

Attractors of the Bresse-von-Karman
elastic system.
Tamara Fastovska
Kharkiv Karazin National University, Kharkiv, Ukraine
Kharkiv Automobile and Highway National University,
Kharkiv, Ukraine
fastovskaya@karazin.ua

A contact problem for a Bresse beam and von Karman beam
with the structural dissipation in the Bresse part is considered.
We show the existence of a compact global attractor by means
of compensated compactness method and a unique continuation result and investigate the properties of the attractor.

Lieb-Thirring and Ladyzhenskaya
inequalities on the sphere and on the
torus.
Alexei Ilyin
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Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics, Moscow,
Russia
ilyin@keldysh.ru
We prove the Lieb-Thirring inequalities in the dual formulation for orthonormal families of scalar and vector functions
on the 2d sphere and on the 2d torus (with equal periods). We
obtain rather good estimate of the constant. In both cases we
use the discrete version of the modified Rumins method. This
is a joint work with A.A.Laptev and S.V.Zelik.

Global behavior of
solutions to equations modelling
the chevron pattern dynamics.
Varga K. Kalantarov
Koç University, Istanbul, Turkey
vkalantarov@ku.edu.tr
We consider the initial boundary value problem for the system of equations modelling the chevron pattern dynamics
∂A
∂A
∂φ
τ
= A + ∆A − φ2 A − |A|2 A − 2ic1 φ
+ iβA ,
∂t
∂y
∂y


∂φ
∂2φ
∂2φ
2
∗ ∂A
= D1 2 + D2 2 − hφ + φ|A| − c2 Im A
,
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂y
where τ > 0, D1 > 0, D2 > 0, c1 , c2 , h , β ∈ R are given
parameters, the complex valued function A, which describes
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the amplitude of the convection pattern and the real valued
function φ, which denotes the angle of the director from the
x-axis are unknown functions. We will discuss the problem of
existence of a global finite dimensional attractor of the semigroup generated by the initial boundary value problem for this
system under the Dirichlet’ boundary conditions in the phase
space X 0 := [L2 (Ω)]2 × L2 (Ω) and the problem of global stabilization of this system by controllers depending on finitely
many parameters.

Lipschitz Mane projections and
finite-dimensional reduction for complex
Ginzburg-Landau equation.
Anna Kostianko
University of Surrey, Guildford, UK
anna.kostianko@surrey.ac.uk
In this talk I will discuss the problem of the finite-dimensional
reduction for 3D complex Ginzburg-Landau equation (GLE)
with periodic boundary conditions. Using spatial averaging
principle, which was introduced by J. Mallet-Paret and G. Sell
to handle the 3D reaction-diffusion equations, together with
temporal averaging we will be able to show that the attractor
of our problem possesses Mané projections with Lipschitz continuous inverse. This work can be considered as the first step
to proof the existence of an inertial manifold for GLE.
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Cahn-Hilliard models with logarithmic
nonlinear terms.
Alain Miranville
Universit de Poitiers, Poitiers, France
alain.miranville@math.univ-poitiers.fr
Our aim in this talk is to discuss the Cahn-Hilliard equation,
and possibly some of its variants, with the thermodynamically
relevant nonlinear terms. One crucial point is the separation
from the pure states.

Characterization of decay of solutions in
equations with dissipation: the role of
small frequencies
Cesar J. Niche
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil
cniche@im.ufrj.br
Abstract: Solutions to many dissipative equations in Fluid
Mechanics obey inequalities that show their energy decays in
time. The main goal of this talk is to describe some recent
results concerning characterization of decay rates in terms of
the small frequencies of the initial datum for a large class of
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equations which includes the Navier-Stokes, dissipative quasegeostrophic, Navier-Stokes-Voigt and damped wave equations,
amongst others.

Coherence Resonance in Influencer
Networks.
Tiago Pereira
University of Sao Paulo, Sao Carlos, Brazil
tiagophysics@gmail.com
We present a new stochastic effect where noise in networks of
oscillators with highly connected nodes (called influencers) can
have synergistic effects with the network structure to create a
collective state at optimal noise strength in the influencers.
If noise in the influencers is either too low or too high the
effect disappears. In the limit of large networks, we develop
an adiabatic theory to this phenomenon. The theory provides
a prediction of the optimal noise strength and predicts that at
the macroscopic level the interaction between multiple local
mean fields takes place in a hypergraph and reveals that the
effective dynamics can lead to descriptions that were not of
the same nature at a microscopic level.

On dynamics on an attractor of systems
of nonlinear parabolic equations.
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Alexander Romanov
National Research University Higher School of
Economics, Moscow, Russia
av.romanov@hse.ru
We are considering the question: under what conditions
does the final (for a long time) phase dynamics of systems of
one-dimensional dissipative reaction-diffusion equations with
convection
∂t u = D∂xx u + f (x, u, ∂x u),

x ∈ [0, 1],

under boundary conditions (D) or (P) be successfully described
(FDA property, [1]) by some ODE with single solutions in Rn ?
Here u = (u1 , ..., um ), diffusion matrix D = diag {d1 , ..., dm }
and f (x, u, p) is a smooth function.
We install (on the basis of the methods [2, 3]) the FDA property in appropriate phase Hilbert space under wide conditions
on matrix D and convection matrix ∂p f .

References
[1] A.V. Romanov, “Finite-dimensional limit dynamics of dissipative parabolic equations”,
Sb. Mathematics, 191:3 (2000), 415–429.
[2] A.V. Romanov, “Finite-dimensionality of dynamics on an
attractor for non-linear
parabolic equations”, Izv. Math., 65:5 (2001), 977–1001.
[3] S. Zelik, “Inertial manifolds and finite-dimensional reduction for dissipative PDEs,”
Proc. Roy. Soc. Edinburgh, Ser. A, 144:6 (2014), 1245–
1327.
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Strong attractors for some fluid-structure
interaction models.
Iryna Ryzhkova
Kharkiv Karazin National University, Kharkiv, Ukraine
iryonok@gmail.com
We study asymptotical behaviour of strong solutions to fluidstructure interaction models, which describe a container filled
with viscose fluid with partially elastic boundary. The elastic
part of the container wall oscillates in arbitrary direction, and
it’s movement is described by full Von Karman equations system. One of the models accounts for rotational inertia of the
plate filaments, and the other doesn’t.

Infinite dimensional self-adjoined Weyl
pseudo-differential operators.
Nikolai Shamarov
Lomonosov Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia
nshamarov@yandex.ru
The operators from the title can be defined using the unitary
Fourier transforms which act in spaces of functions of infinitedimensional argument. This construction generates the canonical Fock representation of the infinite-dimensional canonical
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commutation relations and also a canonical secondary quantization.

Exponential mixing in terms of
controllability and boundary driven
Navier-Stokes equations.
Armen Shirikyan
Université de Cergy-Pontoise, Cergy-Pontoise Cedex,
France
armen.shirikyan @ u-cergy.fr
We describe a general criterion ensuring the uniqueness and
stability of a stationary distribution for a class of Markovian
random dynamical systems. Our main result proves that the
global approximate controllability to a point and a local stabilisation property are sufficient for the exponential mixing of
a random flow driven by a non-degenerate noise. We next
discuss an application of this result to the 2D Navier-Stokes
system perturbed by a stochastic boundary forcing.

Stochastic 3D primitive equations with
gradient dependent noise.
Jakub Slavik
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Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czechia
slavik@utia.cas.cz
The primitive equations are one of the most fundamental
models in geophysical fluid dynamics. We discuss the existence of strong solutions, both in stochastic and PDE sense,
of the stochastic 3D primitive equations with mixed NeumannDirichlet boundary conditions driven by a gradient dependent
multiplicative white noise. The proof relies on the decomposition method developed by Cao and Titi (2006) and an iterated
stopping time argument.

TBA
Oleg Smolyanov
Lomonosov Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia
smolyanov@yandex.ru

An Algorithm for Advancing Slow
Features in Fast-Slow Systems without
Scale Separation - A Young Measure
Approach.
Edriss S. Titi
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University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK
Texas A&M University, College Station, USA
The Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel
titi@math.tamu.edu
etiti@math.uci.edu

In the first part of the talk, and in order to set the stage,
we will offer a multi-scale and averaging strategy to compute
the solution of a singularly perturbed system when the fast
dynamics oscillates rapidly; namely, the fast dynamics forms
cycle-like limits which advance along with the slow dynamics.
We describe the limit as a Young measure with values being
supported on the limit cycles, averaging with respect to which
induces the equation for the slow dynamics. In particular,
computing the tube of the limit cycles establishes a good approximation for arbitrarily small singular parameters. We will
demonstrate this by exhibiting concrete numerical examples.
In the second part of the talk we will examine singularly
perturbed systems which may not possess a natural split into
fast and slow state variables. Once again, our approach depicts the limit behavior as a Young measure with values being
invariant measure of the fast contribution to the flow. These
invariant measures are drifted by the slow contribution to the
value. We keep track of this drift via slowly evolving observables. Averaging equations for the latter lead to computation
of characteristic features of the motion and the location the
invariant measures. To demonstrate our ideas computationally, we will present some numerical experiments involving a
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system derived from a spatial discretization of a Kortewegde Vries-Burgers type equation, with fast dispersion and slow
diffusion.

Coexistence of Hamiltonian-like and
dissipative dynamics in chains of coupled
oscillators with skew-symmetric coupling
Serhiy Yanchuk
TU Berlin, Berlin, Germany
yanchuk@math.tu-berlin.de
We consider rings of coupled phase oscillators with anisotropic
coupling. When the coupling is skew-symmetric, i.e., when
the anisotropy is balanced in a specific way, the system shows
robustly a coexistence of Hamiltonian-like and dissipative dynamics in the phase space. We relate this phenomenon to
the time-reversibility of the system. The geometry of lowdimensional systems up to five oscillators is described in detail. In particular, we show that the boundary between the
dissipative and Hamiltonian-like regions consists of families of
heteroclinic connections. For larger rings with skew-symmetric
coupling, some sufficient conditions for the coexistence are provided, and in the limit of N → ∞ oscillators, we formally derive an amplitude equation for solutions in the neighborhood
of the synchronous solution. It has the form of a nonlinear
Schrdinger equation and describes the Hamiltonian-like region
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existing around the synchronous state similarly to the case of
finite rings.

Course ”A brief introduction to
attractors theory.”
Sergey Zelik
University of Surrey, Guildford, UK
s.zelik@surrey.ac.uk
We will discuss classical concepts of the attractors theory as
well as some recent results (including attractors for discountinuous semigroups, dynamical systems in general Hausdorff topological spaces, non-autonomous attractors, trajectory dynamical systems, pullback and random attractors, etc.) These
concepts will be illustrated on the examples of damped wave
equations, Navier-Stokes equations, and elliptic equations in
cylindrical domains. Most part of the course should be suitable for the students and PhD students familiar with the basic
concepts of Functional Analysis. Everyone is welcome!

